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1 OVERVIEW OF DHIS 2
DISTRICT HEALTH INFORMATION SOFTWARE version2 is:
 A statistical tool for collection, validation, aggregation, analysis, and presentation of aggregate statiscal
data.
 A computer based HMIS that allows transition from a paper based HMIS to an action led (e.g. electronic
based) HMIS
 A highly flexible, Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) HMIS data warehouse solution which covers
 Aggregated routine data
 Semi permanent data (Staffing, equipment, infrastruture, population).
 Survey/Audit data
 Patient based data
A generic tool (not a pre-configured database application) and a modular web based software package that
supports the capture of data linked to any level in an organizational heirarchy in any data collection frequency.

1.0 DHIS2 BACKGROUND
The DHIS 2 is developed by the Health Information Systems Programme (HISP) as an open and globally distributed
process with developers currently in India, Vietnam, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Tajikistan, Ireland, Nigeria and Norway.
The first version of DHIS application (DHIS 1.3/1.4) was developed and subsequently upgraded on an ongoing base
continuously upgraded in South Africa by HISP South Africa since 1997. This version was developed on Microsoft
Office platform, and distributed free. This application is currently the national standard in South Africa and being
used in all the health facilities in the country.
Further, this application is being used in many countries in Africa such as Ethiopia, Nigeria, Botswana, Tanzania,
Zambia, and, various other countries.
In 2005, based on the various comments and feedback from the field level use, the University of Oslo initiated the
process of developing Version 2 of DHIS, which used DHIS 1.4 as the basis for the functional requirements. Using a
modular structure DHIS2 was developed based on data warehousing principles. DHIS2 is built on Java based
frameworks. It is platform independent, can run on both on-line and offline modes, is multi language enabled and
integrated with various other applications such as Geographic Information Systems and Excel.
The WHO and HMN (Health Metrics Network) are currently using DHIS2 for implementing an integrated solution in
the first HMN country – Sierra Leone. While DHIS 2 will be used for the aggregated statistics component of the
HMIS, it will be integrated with a free software application called Open MRS for patient based management, and
the WHO created Open Health for GIS and Web pivot tables.

1.2 PURPOSE OF DHIS2
DHIS2 provides a comprehensive HMIS solution for the reporting and analysis needs of health facilities at any level.
It is a tried and tested application in various countries, and also now being adopted by WHO for their HMN
implementation.
FUNCTIONALITIES OF DHIS2
Data Entry Screens
Reports
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Custom reports based on report tables visualized as charts and tables
Both BIRT and JasperReports are integrated and can be used as report designer
1.3 FEATURES OF DHIS 2
Web-based
DHIS2 is a web application based on standard Java technology. This means that the application runs on
any web server which supports Java Servlets and can be accessed via a web browser over the internet.
Platform Independent
DHIS2 is written in Java. Java applications runs on any platform for which there exist a Java Runtime
Environment, in practice all popular platforms including Windows, Linux, Mac OS X and Solaris.
Runs on all major web browsers
DHIS2 is written according to the W3C standard for HTML and CSS and runs on any standard compliant
web browser like Firefox, Chrome, Opera, Safari 4 and Internet Explorer 8. The DHIS 2 team recommends
Firefox as it is open source software and runs on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X.
Runs on most relational databases
DHIS2 currently runs on PostgreSQL, MySQL, H2 and HSQL. DHIS2 is built with Hibernate and only minor
development efforts are needed to make it run on any major relational database.
Modular
DHIS 2 has a modular architecture. From an implementers perspective this means that it's possible to
include the modules and the functionality that is required in your context and exclude what you don't
need. From a developers perspective this means that it's easier to create functionality and plug it into the
application without touching the existing source code.
Interoperable
DHIS2 (soon) supports the official format for data exchange developed by WHO called SDMX-HD. This
makes the system interoperable with other software applications in the domain.
Flexible
The DHIS2 meta data model is completely flexible. This implies that no development effort is needed to
element for which to capture data and features a flexible hierarchy of organizational units.

1.4 ACCESSING DHIS 2 FROM A URL
DHIS2 can be accessed from a url (universal resource locator) because it is browser based. The default browser to
be used for the training is Mozilla Firefox. Your administrator will provide an appropriate URL address to enter on
your web browser. For the purpose of the training we will use the URL listed below.
http://192.168.0.100/dhis2
The first thing to do is to create a shortcut of the address on your desktop.
Steps to create shortcut on the desktop
 Go to your desktop on your computer.
 Right click on an open space.
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Navigate to the “New” menu then the click on “Create shortcut” sub menu on the popped up window as
shown in the exhbit below.

 Enter the above URL and click on next.
 Give the shortcut a name and click finish.
Congratulations. You have successfully created a shortcut that opens DHIS2 login page
Tips: Ensure your default browser is set to Mozilla Firefox.
Note: You can create more than one shortcut on your desktop pointing to different DHIS 2 database.
1.5 LOGGING INTO DHIS2
Before you use DHIS2 you need to have access to the software through your login idenfiers. Just creating the
shortcut is not enough to have access to the software. Every users of the software will be given login credentials
and allocated privileges based on their job profile.
Follow the steps to login into DHIS2.
 Double click on the DHIS2 shortcut you created in section 1.3 found on your desktop.
 Enter username as “centrifuge” and password as “Training1” (small case) as shown
 Click on the “login” button.
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2 .0 DHIS2 ARCHITECTURE
DHIS2, a web based software which runs as an application while retrieving its data from a database. It is important
to note that while the application receives data from end users, the data is been stored in the database from
where it fetches this same data upon retrieval to end users. With these, the structure and architecture for the set
up of DHIS2 bring great concerns to its users. The different tiers of set up and installation vis: one tier, two tier and
three tier are to be considered while setting up DHIS2.
In a one tier set up, all application which includes the database and DHIS2 software applications are installed on
just one machine referred to as the server. This architecture may be advantageous as it reduces cost but posses a
great challenge of exposing the vital information in the database with less security.
DHIS2 best forms of architecture is two tier and above. Here, the database application is installed on a dedicated
database server while other components of the DHIS2 application are installed on a different server referred to as
a web server which can be published through the internet.

2.1 APPLICATION SERVER
An application server provides an environment where applications can run, no matter what the applications are or
what they do.
Application Servers are system software upon which Web Applications run. Application Servers consist of web
server connectors, computer programming languages, runtime libraries, database connectors, and the
administration code needed to deploy, configure, manage, and connect these components on a web host. An
Application Server runs behind a Web Server (often Apache) and (almost always) in front of an SQL database (often
MySQL or Oracle).

DATABASE SERVER
Database server is the term used to refer to the back-end system of a database application using client/server
architecture. The back-end, sometimes called a database server, performs tasks such as data analysis, storage,
data manipulation, archiving, and other non-user specific tasks.
A database server has programs installed that allow it to provide database services over a network. The data,
queries, report generators, etc are all stored on the server, while the client machines use a front end to access
those services.

2.3 Comparison between the two Servers
Application Server
An application server is a software framework that
provides an environment in which applications can
run, no matter what the applications are or what
they do

Database Server
A database server can be defined as a server
dedicated to providing database services. Such a
server runs the database software.

It functions to deliver various applications to another
devices; it allows everyone in the network to run
software off of the same machine.

A database server can typically be seen in a clientserver environment where it provides information
sought by the client systems.
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Application server is used to serve web based
applications and enterprise based applications (i.e
servlets, jsps and ejbs) because application server
contains web server internally.
Examples of application that can run on this server
includes Sun Java Application, Apache, warfiles e.t.c

It is suitable as a dedicated server where only the
database application e.g MySQL or Oracle will reside.

Examples of application that run on this server
includes SQL server 2008, MySQL , Oracle,
PostgreSQL e.t.c

1
2

Connected via a LAN

3

4

The diagram above shows the standard architecture of dhis2 as set up in the 37 states of the federation including
the federal capital territory.
Key/List of compulsory dhis2 accessories
1
2
3
4

Server
Workstation
Router
D – Link USB

Other accessories include
a.
b.

UPS
Generating set.

The workstation, been the application server connects to the server (database server) through the dlink wireless
usb stick through a router. Data is been entered through the workstation but the data is stored in the database
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server. Note that more than one workstation can be connected to one server. The server has been configured to
an ip address which will make up the URL to be used in logging into it. In this case, 192.168.1.100
The workstation can therefore be connected to the server by typing http://192.168.1.100/dhis2 on the mozilla
firefox web page .
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3.0 DHIS2 SET UP
3.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENT
The installation chapter provides information on how to install DHIS 2 in various contexts, including online central
server, offline local network and stand alone application. DHIS 2 runs on all platforms for which there exists a Java
Runtime Environment version 16 or higher, which includes most popular operating systems such as Windows,
Linux and Mac. DHIS 2 also runs on many relational database systems such as PostgreSQL, MySQL, H2 and Derby.
DHIS 2 is packaged as a standard Java Web Archive (WAR-file) and thus runs on any Servlet containers such as
Tomcat and Jetty.
Application components: DHIS2 software (warfile), Java Runtime Environment (JRE), Apache Tomcat and
Hibernate.properties
Database: MySQL/postgreSQL
External tools: MySQL connector/ODBC, Mozilla firefox, SQL manager lite and Jasper iReport designer software
This chapter provides a guide for setting up the above technology stack. It should however be read as a guide for
getting up and running and not as an exhaustive documentation for the mentioned environment. Ideally, a system
that will run DHIS 2 for offline local network, standalone application or online central server can run it on any
desired operating system as DHIS 2 is not dependent on any operating system. For local use, i.e. offline or
standalone application the system must be have minimum of RAM size of 512MB or 1GIG and for online central
server, the system must be a high end computer starting from 4GIG and above. The above system requirements
sometimes depend on the organization implementing the application, also on the volume of data to be captured
and the number of users accessing the application.
3.2 MySQL installation
Generally, you should install mySQL using administrative rights if not you may run into some difficulties while
installing it. MySQL is an open source relational database and it can be used for free.
Follow the instructions below exactly while installing mySQL server:
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After double clicking on the MySQL executable, the page displayed above shows. The wizard is welcoming you to
the setup of MySQL server 5.1. Click next to proceed. The next page appears where you can select the type of
configuration you prefer to use. Here you can select typical, complete or custom depending on the users need but I
will advice you use ‘complete’ because it is recommended for general use and common programs and features will
be installed. Continue Clicking next till you get to this page shown below:

At this stage the wizard is complete and ready to be installed, click on finish to launch the set up wizard which will
take you to the next page. In the configuration type, select “detailed configuration” and click “next” as shown
below.
The server type should be dedicated mySQL server machine: this machine is dedicated to run the mySQL database
server only. No other servers such as web or email will be run on it.
Continue clicking next.
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At a point, you need to choose a specified port number which is 3309 for security reasons, by default it comes with
3306. The essence of this is to allow TCP/IP connections if it is not enabled only local connections will be allowed
through the pipe. Also enable the strict mode option, it is highly recommended to do so. Add firewall exception
should also be enabled.
The next page is to set windows options, by default the install windows service is enabled but you have to disable
it in order to enable the ‘Include Bin Directory in Windows PATH’. The essence of checking this option is for calling
the client executables from the command line. Still leave the ‘Install As Windows Service’ checked. You may
choose to type in a Service Name e.g ‘SFHMySQL’. Then click on ‘next’.
The next step is to set the security options and that is done by entering the root password and retyping it after
which you click next.

The next page shown after the page above is where you are ready to execute all the configurations. Click on
execute and when the next page comes up click on finish.
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3.3 JAVA DEVELOPMENT KIT (JDK) INSTALLATION WITH ITS VERSION
The Installation Procedure for Java Version 6.0
Once you launch the Java installation set up on your computer it will prompt you to either accept the terms and
conditions of the software to proceed with the installation or to disagree with them. However disagreement with
the terms and conditions of the software therefore means that by default your machine will close the installation
procedure.
License Agreement:

The active button highlighted above show the decline button in java version 6.0 installations.
Custom set up:
This give users various options to customize the set up of sun Java V.6.0 on their workstations to suit their
respective purposes, however upon the completion of the set up selection you can press next to continue with the
installation procedure of the software. As shown on the active button below:

Once you click on the next button shown above Java will automatically move you to the next step in the
installation process where all JDK software will begin installation properly and it will prompt you with the
installation of update files as it progresses with the process.
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By default Java v.6 installs and save its files in the C drive of your workstation however it also give users the option
to change the destination of the software to any location other the default C drive and this change be achieved by
double clicking on the change location button in the drop down menu shown below.

However if no other changes to the above file are requested you can conveniently move to the next button of the
on the installation menu to proceed with the installation process.
Set up status:
This does the compatibility status check of the JDK with other Microsoft office suite. This means that after this step
java will be able to conveniently blend with the MS office suite. Below is the set up status report update.
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Completion of installation:
Upon the successful completion of the installation process, JAVA script 6.0 will be enabled and provide you with
product registration which is free and it has the following advantages:
Notification of new versions of the software patches and updates on the JDK software.
Special offers on sun products, services and trainings
Access to early release and documentation of the software
When you click finish the product and system data will be collected and the JDK product registration form will be
presented. If you do not register none of these files will be saved.

3.4 APACHE TOMCAT INSTALLATION
Apache Tomcat is simply the container that contains DHIS2 WAR files i.e. web archive files. After deploying the war
file in the apache tomcat, then the DHIS2 can be launched and viewed from a web browser. The tomcat must
always be started at every point in time; if it’s turned off then you won’t be able to launch the DHIS2. Below is the
installation guide for apache Tomcat:
First you need to double click on the executable from its location on your system. After doing that the page below
appears. This wizard will automatically guide you through the installation process. It is recommended to close all
other applications while installing the tomcat. It will make it possible to update relevant system files without
having to reboot your computer.

Once this page comes up just click next to continue with the set up wizard.
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This page here requires you to choose which features of apache tomcat you want to install, by default it comes
with normal feature which will not give you the complete package so it is advised that you select the full feature
from the drop down list. By selecting full feature you will find out that all other components under it are checked.
After this you can click on next to proceed with the installation.
The next step is to select the destination folder where you intend to install the tomcat. By default it is installed in
C://Program files/Apache Software Foundation/tomcat6.0 so you just leave the directory the way it is and click
on next.
The next step is to set up the tomcat configuration option which is the most important aspect of the installation.
Here you will specify the port you want the tomcat to run on, it comes with 8080 by default but we advise you use
80 for security reasons. The next action is to define the tomcat administrator login by providing a username and
password. We have always used admin for the username and manager for the password. This page is displayed
below.
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NOTE: before installing apache tomcat, you must have first installed the java development kit (JDK) because the
JDK is the environment from which the tomcat loads from. This next step is to specify the JRE i.e. Java Runtime
Environment path for the tomcat. The page appears by default pointing to the JRE path provided you have
installed the JDK before now. All you need to do is to click on install when the page comes up.
After clicking on install, wait for a while for the installation to be completed after which you click on finish to
complete the set up.

3.5 CONFIGURATION OF HIBERNATE.PROPERTIES
Hibernate.properties is the connection string that is set to connect the DHIS2 software to the mySQL database so
that the two applications can speak to each other. It is usually created in a notepad with its content containing the
following:
hibernate.dialect = org.hibernate.dialect.MySQLDialect
hibernate.connection.driver_class = com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
hibernate.connection.url = jdbc:mysql://localhost:3309/dhis2
hibernate.connection.username = dhis2
hibernate.connection.password = dhis2@sfh
hibernate.hbm2ddl.auto = update
Line 1 simply declares the dialect that is used in the connection properties.
Line 2 is the connection driver class used which is mysql.jdbc.Driver
Line 3 is the connection URL i.e. jdbc:mysql://localhost:3309/dhis2
Line 4 is the connection username which is dhis2
Line 5 is the connection password which is dhis2@sfh
Line 6 declares that automatic update is allowed
Hibernate.properties can be placed in this path - c:\users\user\Appdata\local\dhis2

3.6 DHIS2 WEB ARCHIVE FILE (WAR FILE) DOWNLOAD
Web Archive Files (WAR file) as the name implies is a collection of classes of codes combined together to make up
a web application. DHIS2 WAR file comes encrypted and it is only decrypted when the tomcat is started. After
putting the WAR file in the tomcat folder, the tomcat wizard needs to be started in order to extract the WAR file so
as to make it readable. The different versions of DHIS2 that we have and the corresponding differences are
basically as a result of the content of the WAR file. For example we have DHIS2.0, DHIS2.4, DHIS2.5, DHIS2.6 and
DHIS2.7. What makes the different versions is dependent on the content of the WAR file. The WAR file is the file
that contains all the features/modules of the DHIS2 application. DHIS2 WAR file must be placed in this directory C
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– program files - apache software foundation – webapps. It is in the webapps folder that the WAR file will be
pasted for it to be extracted by the tomcat.

3.7 SETTING ENVIRONMENT VARIABLE FOR hibernate.properties
It is very important to set environment variable for the hibernate.properties that was created earlier. The essence
of setting environment variable is to allow the system i.e. computer system on which the application will run to
pick the path created for the hibernate.properties. Without setting this environment variable, the application will
never run perfectly. The following steps will guide us on setting environment variable:
From your desktop, locate the computer icon and right click on it then click on properties from the drop down list:
The page below will be displayed after you have clicked on properties from the drop list.
The next action is to click on advance system settings after which you will click on environment variables.
This environment variable comprises of all the application paths in your system and here you have to create one
for the hibernate.properties that we just created so that the system can always pick it. This page below shows the
setting of the system variable.

On this page we have two types of variable settings, the user variables for user and the system variable. We are
concerned with the system variables and on the page above you can see the system variables set for DHIS2. To set
new system variables, you have two variables to input namely: variable name and variable value. The variable
name is DHIS2_HOME and variable value is C:\users\user\Appdata\Local\dhis2. This is displayed below:
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NOTE: the variable value is pointing to the path of the hibernate.properties that we created and after setting the
system variable you will have to restart your system so that the system can pick the new settings. If you don’t
restart the system no changes will be made to the environment variables.
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4.0 ADVANCE USE OF DHIS2
4.1 Creating new users and assigning roles
To create or find a user begin with clicking on the ‘user’ module displayed in the drop down menu of the
Maintenance module located on the main tool bar on the top part of the displayed screen.

User names already registered will appear as a list as seen in the screen shot below.

You can search for specific user names in the user list by entering the name in the ‘filter by user name’ field as
shown above. You can also edit existing user profile. To create a new user, you click on add new button after which
the page below shows:
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The required fields under create new user must be filled and you will have to choose from available roles and
move to selected roles. Secondly, to assign role to a user, click on the section that has available role and select the
particular role you wish to assign the user e.g. program analyst, M&E, admin e.t.c.
On the section of the organization unit selection, click on the desired organization unit. Here you can restrict the
user to a particular organization unit depending on the user’s coverage area.
To create roles, go to maintenance, click on users and select user role as shown below:

After clicking on the user role icon, the page below will show so that you can select from the list of existing roles or
you can create a new role for the user.
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As we can see there are existing roles, you can easily select from the list of existing roles but if you are creating a
new role you will have to click on add new button.
Clicking on add new button leads you to the below:

The first field requires the detail which comprises of the name and description of the role. After then is the list of
the available datasets which you are to select from. The last field is the authorities which mean specifying the type
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of authority you want to give the user e.g. a data entry role is quite different from an M&E role while M&E is quite
different from an administrator role.

4.2 ORGANIZATION UNIT CREATION
DHIS2 uses the term organization unit for health facilities, states, Local Government Areas and Wards. So, we will
be referring to our health facilities and others as organization unit. To create organization unit, go to the
maintenance module, click on organization unit as shown:

We must bear in mind the national organizational unit structure i.e. starting from the national, to the states, Local
Government Areas, Wards and Facilities. This standard must be followed while creating organization units. Since
our reporting unit is at facility level, we must ensure that we create the facilities below wards. Let’s assume we
want to create a facility in Abia state, Aba north LGA, Ariaria ward. The page is shown below:

There is a plus sign beside all the states, LGAs and wards, the plus sign is telling us that those facilities are parent
facilities and they have children under them so the plus signs need to be expanded till you get to the wards. When
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you get to the ward, don’t expand it, just click on it since you are creating the facility under it. Once you click on it
the existing facilities will show on the main page as shown above. If the ward does not have a plus sign that simply
means there’s no existing facility under it. The right side of the page has three operation buttons, the first button
with a paper and pencil sign is the edit button which is used when you need to edit some properties of the
organization unit. The second one is the delete button but you cannot delete if you are not an administrator while
the third button only gives the details of the organization unit. Even after this page you will be seeing more of
these buttons but they perform the same operations. Having done that, you click on add new button to create the
new facility. See below:

Now we are ready to create new organization unit and you must take note of the fields with asterisks sign, the sign
means those fields are compulsory and must have values. The first field is the detail field that comprises of the
organization unit name, that’s the name of the facility, the short name is the short name of the facility. All other
fields without asterisks may be left untouched. The next column is the contact information which comprises of the
contact person, address. E-mail and phone number. You can provide this set of information if available.
The last column is the dataset column, here you can create an organization unit and assign it to a particular facility
at the same time. The available data sets provide you with the list of existing data sets and you can select from the
available datasets by double clicking on it to move it to the selected dataset column. The page below shows the
properly filled form.
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Click on save after filling all the compulsory fields.
NOTE: You must take note of the naming convention while creating the organization unit as you can see from the
above example the name “ab Clehanson Hospital” has a state prefix ab, and the naming of the hospital itself
started with each alphabet capitalized with a space in between each word. Please you must take note of this so as
to avoid duplication of names e.g. ab Clehansun Hospital. This one has double spaces in between the words and
the clehanson is spelt clehansun but the system will see it as two different facilities. Each organization unit must
have a unique name.
Having created the organization unit, the step is to group it under its respective group e.g. clinic, private, public,
secondary facility e.tc. To group an organization unit, on the organization unit page, click on organization unit
group. This function will allow you to add new and manage existing organization groups and their memberships. It
can be accessed by choosing Maintenance->Organization units->Organization Unit group from the main menu. To
add new organization unit groups click on the "Add new" button in the top right corner of the list of groups. This
page is displayed below:
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These are the existing organization unit groups, if the group you intend to use has not been created, you can click
on add new button to create it. See below:

A new page opens up for you to create the new group. You need to give the group a name and its compulsory after
which you will now have to expand the plus sign beside the organization unit and locate the facility then click on it
to turn to orange and go down the page to click on save. You have just successfully created a group.
If the group already exists, click on the edit button and select the organization units you want to group and click on
it to turn orange then click on save.
4.4 HIERARCHY OPERATIONS
Here you can move organization units around in the hierarchy by changing the parent of a selected organization
unit. This process is done in three steps:
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1. Select the organization unit you want to move (in the hierarchy in the left side menu) and click "Confirm" under
the "Select an organization unit to move" label.
2. Select the new parent organization unit (again by using the hierarchy in the left side menu). If no parent is
selected then the organization unit will be moved up to root level (top of the hierarchy). Click on the "Confirm"
button under the "Select the new parent organization unit for the one to move" label.
3. Click on the "Move" button to apply your changes to the hierarchy.
Your changes will be immediately reflected in the left side menu hierarchy. At any time in the process (before
hitting the Move button) you can click on the "Reset" button to unselect organization unit to move and the new
parent.

4.3 DATA ELEMENTS CREATION
Data elements form the basis of DHIS2. Data elements define what is actually recorded in the system, e.g. number
of fever or number of cases of malaria. The actual creation and definition of the data elements themselves are far
beyond the scope of this manual to describe, but it is assumed that an administrator will be provided with a list of
standardized data elements for inclusion into the DHIS2 system. To access the data element maintenance module,
choose Maintenance -> Data elements and Indicators -> Data element. The ‘Filter by name’ will allow you to filter
a range of data elements if you know either the full name of the data element, or just a part of it. Type the name
into the search field and any matching data elements are displayed below. You can also choose ‘Filter by
group/view all’ to narrow down a data element search within a particular data element group. In default mode,
this field will display all the data elements in the application. The ‘Get PDF’ button can be clicked to generate a .pdf
file of all the data elements. The 'Sort' button can be used to sort the data elements into alphabetical order.
NOTE: It is advised that you create a data dictionary first before creating the data elements itself. The data
dictionary is an excel format that allows you allows you create the data elements before moving them to into
DHIS2. The essence of this is to avoid typographical errors. Below is an example a data dictionary.

When the ‘Data Elements and Indicators’ option is chosen from the main Maintenance menu, the following screen
appears:
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Each of the options for maintenance of data elements will be described in the following section.
Data element: Create, modify, view and delete data elements.
Data element group: Create, modify, view and delete data element groups.
Data element group editor: Easily add or remove data elements to and from data element groups.
Data element group set editor: Create, modify, view and delete data elements group sets.
Data element categories: Create, modify, view and delete data element categories.
Click on data element from the data element page as displayed:
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To add a new data element, click the 'Add new' button. There are various options available from this page that
allows the user to modify data elements already present in the database. Each of the options are described below
in the "Creating data elements".
Click the "add new button to create a new data element.

Name: Define the precise name of the data element in this field. Each data element must have a unique name.
Short name: Typically, an abbreviation of the full data element name. This attribute is often used in reports to
display the name of the data element, where there is limited space available.
Alternative name: Allows the definition of an alternative name of the data element.
Code: In many countries, data elements are assigned a code. This code can be entered in this field.
Description: Allows a full textual description of the data element to be entered. The user should be as precise as
possible, and include full information on how the data element is measured and what its meaning is.
Form name requires the name of the dataset you intend to work with but its optional.
Active: Defines whether a given data element is active or not. Data elements marked as inactive will not be
displayed in the data entry screens.
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Domain type: Defines whether a data element is an aggregate or patient type of data element.
Value type: Defines the type of data this data element will be used to record. Currently there are four options:
number, text, yes/no (Boolean), and date.
Number type: In order to increase the robustness of data entry, DHIS2 supports several different number types.
During data entry, users will be restricted to enter the defined number types only. Each of the available options are
described below.
Number: This number type supports any real value with a single decimal point, an optional negative sign, and no
thousands separators.
Integer: Any whole number (positive and negative), including zero.
Positive integer: Any whole number greater than (but not including) zero.
Negative integer: Any whole number less than (but not including) zero.
Aggregation operator: Defines the default aggregation operation that will be used on this data element. Most data
elements should have the "SUM" option set. This includes all data elements which should be added together.
Other data elements, such as staffing levels, should be set to use the "AVERAGE" operator, when values along the
time dimension should not be added together, but rather averaged.
URL: A URL having an in-depth description of the data element can be entered in the ‘URL’ field. This could be for
instance, a link to a metadata repository or registry that contains detailed technical information about the
definition and measurement of the data element.
Combination of categories: Defines which category combination the data element should have.
Note
As of version 2.3, calculated data elements have been deprecated. Calculated data elements should
therefore be implemented as indicators instead.
Aggregation levels: The Aggregation Levels option allows the data element to be aggregated at one or more levels.
When the user clicks on the Aggregation levels option, a drop down menu appears which displays available
aggregation levels. The desired aggregation level is then selected by clicking the ‘Add Selected’ button. By default,
the aggregation will start at the lowest assigned organization unit. After filling the required details, click ‘Save’ to
institute them. The ‘Cancel’ button aborts all.
If a data element had been created and needs to be edited, you can click on the edit button and perform the same
operations as in the case of creating a new one. See below:
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Deleting a data element
Simply press the delete button
to delete a data element. Note that this operation is only possible if there is no
data attached to the data element itself. The user will be prompted to ensure that the data element should be
deleted.
Displaying data element details
This operation displays an in-line panel in the browser which displays all metadata about a given data element.
Press the information button

to access this view.

Data element groups
Data element groups provide a mechanism for classifying related data elements into a common theme. For
instance, two data elements "Number of IEC leaflets distributed (OO) - male" and "Number of persons reached
with Ladies nights (OO) - male" might be grouped together into a data element group "mass media". To access the
data element group maintenance page, click Maintenance -> Data elements and Indicators -> Data Element Group.
Similar to the "Data element" maintenance page, data elements groups can be searched by entering a search
string in the "Filter by name" field.
To add a new data element group, click the "Add new" button and the following screen will be displayed:
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Fill in the "Name" field and then select all data elements that should belong to the group from the left panel. Click
the "Move selected"
button to add the selected data elements to the data element group. Click the
"Remove selected" button to remove all data elements from the group that have been selected in the right panel.
Finally, click the "Add" button to save changes, or the "Cancel" button to discard any changes.
To group a data element under an existing data element group, click on the edit button of the data element group
and perform the same process as explained above.

4.4 CREATING INDICATORS
Indicators are composed of multiple data elements, and typically consist of a numerator and denominator.
Indicators are never entered in DHIS2, but are derived from combinations of data elements and factors. Indicators
are used to calculate coverage rates, incidence and other values as a result of data element values that have been
entered into the system. To access the Indicator maintenance page, go to Maintenance -> Data Element and
Indicators -> Indicator from the main DHIS2 menu. Similar to data elements, you can add, delete, modify and view
extra information about the indicators in the system.
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Indicators can be filtered by entering the name or a part of the indicator name in the "Filter by name" field. Similar
to data elements, indicators can be added by pressing the "Add new" button. Other operations available from this
menu are as follows.

Existing indicators can be edited.

Translate an existing indicator.

Delete an existing indicator.

Get detailed information about this indicator.
To add a new indicator, click the "Add new" button. The following screen is displayed.
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Each of the fields marked with an asterisk are compulsory. A description of each field is provided below.
Name: The full name of the indicator, such as "Incidence of confirmed malaria cases per 1000 population"
Short name: An abbreviated name of the indicator such as "Inc conf. malaria per 1000 pop". The short name must
be less than or equal to 25 characters, including spaces.
Alternative name: An additional field for a possible alternative name of the indicator.
Code: In many countries, indicators are often assigned a particular code. This code can be entered here.
Description: A brief, informative description of the indicator and how it is calculated can be entered here.
Annualized: Determines whether or not an annualization factor is applied during the calculation of the indicator.
Typically, annualized indicator's numerator is multiplied by a factor of 12, and the denominator is for instance a
yearly population figure. This allows for monthly coverage values to be calculated with yearly population figures.
Type: This field will determine a factor that will automatically be applied during the calculation of the indicator.
Possible choices are determined by the Indicator Types (described below). For instance, a "Percent" indicator will
automatically be multiplied by a factor of 100 when exported to the data mart, so that it will display as a
percentage.
URL: Can be used as a link to an indicator registry, where a full metadata description of the indicator can be made
available.
To define the numerator and denominator, simply press the respective button, and the following dialogue will be
displayed.
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Essentially, an indicator is a formula that can be composed of multiple data elements, constant factors, and
mathematical operators. In order to define a new indicator proceeds with the following steps.
Enter at least the required fields (Name and short name) from the indicator maintenance screen.
Next, press "Edit numerator" from the main indicator maintenance screen. This will provide a dialog where you can
define the actual formula of the indicator's numerator..
A description of the numerator/denominator must be provided in the "Description field". This should provide a
clear description of
Define the formula of the indicator by selecting the data elements that should compose the numerator from the
"Data elements" field. Simply select the data element, and double click it. It will now appear in the formula. The
formula must be mathematically valid, including the proper use of parentheses when necessary. You can double
click on each of the mathematical operator buttons below the indicator formula definition to add them to your
formula.
Click the Save button to save all changes to the numerator. Click cancel to discard any changes that you have
made.
Follow the same procedure in order to define the denominator.
Indicator types
Indicator types simply define a factor that will be applied during aggregation. Indicator values that are calculate
during a data mart export or report table generation process will appear properly formatted, and will therefore not
require an additional multiplier (e.g. 100 in the case of percents) for the values to appear correctly formatted.
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The indicator type maintenance panel has all of the same functions (Add new, Edit, Translate, Delete, and
Information) as the Indicator maintenance section.
There are only two fields that need to be filled-in to create an indicator type, Name and Factor, as seen below.
Name refers to the Indicator type (e.g. Per cent, Per thousand, Per ten thousand, etc). The factor is the numeric
factor that will be applied during the calculation of the indicator.

Note
As of version 2.4 of DHIS2, the "Calculated data element" object has been deprecated. Instead, a calculated
data element can be created by creating an indicator type with a factor of "1" and by setting the "Number"
option to "Yes". The effect of setting the "Number" option to "Yes" will be that the indicator will effectively
not have a denominator. You will therefore only be able to define a numerator, which will serve as the
formula of the calculated data element.

Indicator groups
Indicator groups functions essentially the same as data element groups. Multiple indicators can be assigned to a
group for easy filtering and analysis. To assign indicators to groups, simple press Maintenance->Data elements and
indicators->Indicator groups. See the section on Data element groups for detailed instructions of how to use this
module.
Indicator group editor
The indicator group editor module functions essentially the same as the data element group editor module, except
on indicators. You can easily rearrange the groups that indicators belong to with this module. To access it, choose
to assign indicators to groups, simply press Maintenance->Data elements and indicators->Indicator group editor
from the main menu. See the section on data element group editor for further instructions.
Indicator group sets
Similar to data element group sets, indicator group sets serve to create combined groups of similar indicators. For
instance, you might have a group of indicators called "Number of persons 5 years and above presenting with fever
and tested by RDT" and "Number of persons presenting with fever and tested by RDT". Both of these groups could
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be combined into a group set called "Malaria Diagnosis, Preventive and Treatment". Indicator group sets are used
during analysis of data to combine similar themes of indicators. To access this module, choose Maintenance->Data
elements and indicators->Indicator group sets from the main menu. The following dialogue will appear.

Supply a name for the indicator group set, and then move the desired members from the "Available Indicator
Groups" to the "Group members". Click "Add" to save your changes and "Cancel" to discard any changes.
4.5 DATASETS AND DATA ENTRY FORMS
All data entry in DHIS2 is organized through the use of datasets. You can add and edit datasets in Maintenance>Datasets. A dataset is a collection of data elements grouped together for data collection and data export between
instances of DHIS2. A dataset also has a frequency which controls the data collection frequency, which can be
daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, six-monthly, or yearly. Both which data elements to include in the dataset and
the frequency are set in the Add/Edit Dataset window, together with a name, short name, and code. In order to
use a dataset to collect data for a specific organization unit, you must assign the organization unit to the dataset,
and this mechanism controls which organization units that can use which datasets. Datasets also are assigned to
specific organization units which will be allowed to enter data for all data elements in a given dataset. You can
assign organization units to a dataset in the Dataset Management (list of available datasets are shown), by clicking
on the blue folder icon, the first icon under Operations, corresponding to the dataset you would like to modify.
Alternatively you can manage organization unit assignments for all datasets together in the Dataset Assignment
Editor (available in the right-side menu for Datasets). The dataset management function allows you to create new
datasets and manage existing ones. The dialog can be reached by choosing Maintenance->Datasets->Dataset. A
sample dialog is displayed below.
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Each of the functions is described below.
Sort: This controls the custom sort order. Depending on the systems settings, users will see the datasets ordered in
the specific order which you provide.
Add new: Adds a new dataset. When pressing this button, you can create a new dataset. You need to provide a
name, short name and frequency. The "Code" attribute is optional. Data elements can be added to the "Selected
data element" list by selecting them individually and pressing the
button. Indicators can also be added to
data sets and will be available to be placed in custom data entry forms when they need to be shown along with
data elements on the same data entry form. Press "Save" to add the new dataset.

Assign organization units to datasets: This function will allow you to assign individual organizational units to a
dataset. Only organizational units which have been assigned to a dataset will be allowed to enter data into the
dataset.

Edit dataset: This will allow you to edit existing datasets, for instance when you need to add or remove data
elements and indicators to a given dataset.

Translate: Allows you to translate the name of a dataset to a different language.

Create or edit a custom data entry form. Refer to your administrator for detailed information of how to use
this function.

Edit compulsory data elements: This dialog will allow you to add or remove data elements which will be
marked as compulsory during data entry.

Delete: Completely removes a dataset from the system.
Warning
Any dataset which is deleted from the system is irrevocably lost. All data entry forms and section
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forms which may have been developed will also be removed. Ensure that you have made a backup
of your database before deleting any dataset in case you need to restore it at some point in time.

Information: Display some informative information about the dataset, including the number of data elements,
the frequency, and which data entry form has been assigned to the dataset.
To create a new dataset, click on add new button and fill in the required fields especially those with asterisks sign
and move the data elements from available data elements to selected data elements, also move the selected
indicators from the available indicators. See the sample below:

Developing a data entry form
To develop a data entry form from the dataset page, click on the design data entry from button. That will lead you
to the main page where the data entry form will be developed. See the page below:
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The development of a data entry form from the data set module will not be covered in this manual but it will be
covered fully in the course of the training. This is due to the practical nature of the topic.

4.6 BACK UP
DHIS2 backup can be generated in two ways as explained below:
Firstly, for a non technical person you go to the transfer folder in your C drive, open the transfer folder and you will
find a file named exp-oyo. After the exp appears the name of the state where the system is domicile so the oyo
there can be any of the states in Nigeria. The file is a batch file consisting of scripts and it is that file that you will
double click on to generate your backup automatically. See below:

Once you double click on the exp file a command screen shows up telling that the backup has started and you
wait till the back process is completed. The page is displayed below:
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Once the backup process is completed it will prompt you to press any key to continue, then you can click on
any key and your backup will be dumped in the already configured external drive. On the other hand the exp
file is scheduled to generate the backup automatically every Friday that is provided the system is on. See the
page below:

Secondly, for technical users the backup can be generated from the back end i.e. using mysql command lines. Go
to start button and click on the command prompt after which the command line comes up. When the command
line comes up, issues the line of query below to generate your backup from the back end.
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With that single line of query your backup will be generated in the path specified i.e. C:\Users\user. Then you
can go to the specified path and pick up the backup.
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5.0 PIVOT TABLE
5.1 CREATION OF PIVOT TABLE FROM THE SCRATCH
Introduction and Definitions
Microsoft pivot table is an excel workbook/spreadsheet that displays records (data) in matrix dimensions.
Pivot table presents flexible, highly customizable layout (arrangement) for representing and organizing routine
data and information. Routine data on pivot table can be resolved using three grouping sets (areas). Pivot table
combines/adds report filter section to the usual row and column labels of the tabular reporting layout to resolve
routine data generally. Data becomes so handy and interpretable on pivot table. Professional data analysts take
advantage of the pivot table to perform various tasks like charting, cumulative, aggregations and advanced
statistics tasks. The pivot table can retrieves data from any database in any geographical location through the
refresh function and stores the data “as is” to itself.
Data in pivot table can be linked to SPSS, EPInfo etc.

Purpose
This tutorial is aimed at guiding prospective DHIS2 – SFH users on how to create a pivot table on an empty
workbook linked to the central database (HQ) or state office database (local).

Target Audience
This tutorial is targeted at all levels of DHIS2 – SFH users starting from data entry clerks, monitoring and evaluation
officers, program analysts, state managers and general managers in SFH.

Prerequisites
System requirements:
Computer desktops with minimum RAM of 512MB and available hard disk space of 500MB should suffice.
However performance increases with increase in memory size owing to the fact that excel is memory hungry.
Software requirements:
1. MS Excel 2007
2. mysql-odbc-connector. Available on www.sfhng.org/jtrac
SFH DHIS2 is running a relational database system (RDBMS) called mysql. The odbc-connector for mysql can be
seen as a bridge between the excel worksheet and mysql. The pivot table requires a data source from which it
extracts data from.
3. Local Area Connection (LAN) or Wireless Area Connection (WAN). The LAN in each state offices (37) have been
set up for use on an ip address of 192.168.1.100 and the name of the wireless router conform to a standard name
in each state. <state><SRname><dhis2> e.g. ondoerrandexdhis2
Skill requirements:
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Just read between the lines of the instructions then you are good to fly. Trust! Dummies can ride too.
Files uploaded
1. Odbc connector for MySQL
2. The SQL query file
3. Software for creating screen shots

1. Installing Mysql odbc connector
1. Download and copy the mysql-connector-odbc-5.1.6-win* from sfh dhis2 repository available on
www.sfhng.org/jtrac to your desktop or any free space on your system.
There are two types of connectors available on the repository but you only need to download one compatible with
your system. If you are running windows on 32-bit download mysql-connectorodbc-5.1.6-win32.msi only,
download mysql-connector-odbc-5.1.6-winx64.msi if you are running windows on 64-bit.
I am installing connector mysql-connector-odbc-5.1.6-winx64.msi
2. Double click on the connector to execute the file.
3. Click run on the window that opened to start the installation wizard.
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4. Click complete then next on the following screen.

5. Click install button and wait for install wizard to complete installation then click finish.
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5.2 Inserting Pivot Table on MS Excel
The following steps will guide you on how to create a pivot table and linked it to a mysql database.
1. Open an Excel Workbook installed on your system.
Note: If you don’t have Microsoft Excel 2007 installed contact your system administrator. This tutorial does not
provide guide on how to install MS Excel 2007. Get the CD and goggle the steps out.
To open Microsoft excel 2007 (default to your system).
Click on start then run as shown

b. Type excel in the field and press ok. MS excel will be displayed on your screen.

c. Click on cell A1 to select if not selected.
d. Click Insert on the ribbon menu.
e. Click on PivotTable sub menu then select Pivot Table as shown below.
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f. On the create PivotTable wizard click on the radio button() Use an external data source.
Notice the Connection name: below the Choose Connection button is blank. So we need to choose the connection
to the data source.

g. Click on Choose Connection button
h. Click on browse for more
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i. As you can see, the next screen allows you to create a new data source. Click on new source.

j. Select Other/Advanced then click Next

k. Select Microsoft OLE DB Provider for ODBC Drivers
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l. We will use the data link properties to build a new connection string for the mysql database. Click next to open
the connection string build properties.
m. Click use connection string then click on the build button as shown below.

n. We will need to specify the data source name or select it from the dialog box if existing.
But since we are creating a new data source we will click on new button.
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o. The next screen shows the list of all installed and registered odbc drivers for different databases. You need a
driver to connect to a database. Scroll down through the list of drivers and locate MySQL ODBC 5.1 Driver. If you
have not installed the odbc connector earlier you may do so now otherwise select and click next.

p. Type the name that you want to give the data source. E.g. dhis2tut
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q. Click next button then finish to open the MySQL connector odbc data source configuration.
The data source configuration wizard requires some database information before we can establish connection. The
following parameter information is required by the wizard.
Server (IP address)
Port
User
Password
Database
Case 1:
For the SRs in the state having their databases in the state and connecting to the state office dhis2 database must
supply the following information.
Server (IP address): = 192.168.1.100
Port: 3309
User: dhis2
Password: research
Database: dhis2
Note: Confirm if you are connected to the wireless network already set up for dhis2 in your state. The network
name is mostly likely to be <state><SR>dhis2 e.g. ondoerrandexdhis2. To ascertain connection try to ping the dhis2
server using the server ipaddress.
Ensure you can connect and use dhis2 from your system also.
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Case 2:
If you are connecting directly to the central database you must supply the following information
Server (IP address): = 92.62.216.187
Port: 3309
User: dhis2
Password: research
Database: dhis2

Note: You must have internet connection established. Verify connection by pinging the server ip address. Most
telecommunication company modems work quite well. You can use MTN, Glo, Zain, Multilink, Starcomms even
Centrifuge in all the states. Ensure the modem subscription is valid.
In both cases, username and password must correspond with what was granted from MySQL. See how to grant
username and password access on a later part of this chapter.
r. Enter the information as shown below then click Test.

s. Click ok.
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t. Then ok. If the MySQL wizard opens up again enter the password and click ok again
u. In the field enter the initial catalog to use type dhis2 then click ok.

v. Uncheck the Connect to a specific table and click next.

w. Change the friendly name to dhis2tut
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x. Click finish then ok. The Connection name is now dhis2tut

y. Click on Data on the excel page then click on properties
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z. Click on Definition tab then select on command type and choose SQL. In the command text field copy and paste
the SQL query below then click ok.
Query (Copy from next line)
The query file had been uploaded in the repository.
select ou.name National,
ou1.name State,
ou2.name LGA,
ou3.name Ward,
ou4.name "TBA/FOMWAN",
sum(dv.value) Value,
de.name "Data Element",
pr.startdate "Date Period",
monthname(pr.startdate) Month,
year(pr.startdate) Year,
ds.name Dataset
from
organisationunit ou,
organisationunit ou1,
organisationunit ou2,
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organisationunit ou3,
organisationunit ou4,
datavalue dv,
dataelement de,
period pr,
dataset ds,
datasetmembers dm
where dv.sourceid IN
(ou.organisationunitid,ou1.organisationunitid,ou2.organisationunitid,ou3.organisationunitid,ou4.organisati
on
unitid)
and de.dataelementid=dv.dataelementid
and dv.periodid=pr.periodid
and ds.datasetid=dm.datasetid
and de.dataelementid=dm.dataelementid
and ds.name like '%GGP%'
and ou.organisationunitid = ou1.parentid
and ou1.organisationunitid = ou2.parentid
and ou1.name ='go Gombe State'
and ou2.`organisationunitid`=ou3.`parentid`
and ou3.`organisationunitid`=ou4.`parentid`
group by
ou1.name,
ou2.name,
ou3.name,
ou4.name,
de.name,
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pr.startdate,
ds.name
order by pr.startdate

aa. Click yes and wait for the new query to reload.

This query attached is for Gombe Gates Project. If you need assistance on writing query for your project please
contact SFH.

bb. If you encounter access denied, click ok then enter the password “research” to continue.
Depending on your connection and the volume of the data, it might take several minutes.

cc. From the pivot field list drag and drop the following field list into the areas outlined below.
Report filter: Dataset, National, State, LGA, Ward, TBA/FOMWAN, Year, Month.
Row Label: Data Element
Column Label:Date Period
Values: Data Values.
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dd. Set font of the template to 8 point

Granting access to pivot table from mySQL
Access must be granted to the pivot table from the command line in order to be able to use the pivot table to
populate data from the database. If the access is not granted, there will be no connection between the pivot table
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and the database. To grant access to the pivot table, go to the command line, login with the MySQL username and
password, use the desired database and type the following line of query as shown below:

In the syntax shown above, pivot table access is granted to the ‘dhis’ database with username: ‘dhis2pvt’ and
password: ‘pvt’
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REPORTS
The reporting module in DHIS 2 provides a range of reporting alternatives, and this section will explain how to use
them to view and analyze data. The following sections explains how to configure and set up the various reporting
tools.
6.1 Report tables
A report table is a simple-to-use tool for creating tabular analysis. Go to services>reports>report table to access
the report table module. The page below will be displayed:

To create a report table, you start by making some general choices for the table, the most important of which is
the crosstab dimension. Then, you choose which data elements, indicators, datasets or data element dimensions
you want to include. Finally you select which organization units and time periods to use in the report table. Each of
these steps is described in detail below.
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Cross tab dimensions
You can cross-tab one or more of the following dimensions: data element/indicator, orgunit, and period, which
means that columns will be created based on the values of the dimensions chosen, e.g. if indicators is selected you
will get column names in the table reflecting the names of the selected indicators.
Sort order
Affects the rightmost column in the table, allows you to choose to sort it low to high or high to low.
Top limit
Top limit allow you to set a maximum number of rows you want to include in the report table.
Include regression
This adds additional columns with regression values that can be included in the report design, e.g. in line charts.
Using a Report table
To run a report table first navigate to the list of available report tables in Services->Reports->Report Tables and the
click on the Green and white arrow (the first symbol in the operations list) next to the report table you want to
view.

Report parameters: Most report tables have parameters, which mean that you can filter which orgunits and/or
periods you want in the report. This makes the reports much more reusable. When you run the report table a
Report parameter window will open and ask the user to input values for the selected parameters. The possible
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parameters are Reporting Month and Organisation Unit, and either one of these or both will show in the window.
After selecting the values click on the Get Report button.
Export/view options: When the report table is ready it will be displayed in a html view. The report table can be
exported to pdf (for better printing and easier saving), excel, csv, and also to a standard report format (Jasper) with
a nicer table and a chart shown in pdf, or as a jasper design file for further improvements and changes to the
report design before uploading it as a standard report (see the Creating standard reports section).
Dataset Report
Dataset reports are printer friendly views of the data entry screens, filled with either raw or aggregated data.
These are only available for data sets that have custom data entry forms and not for default or section forms.
Dataset reports can be accessed from the Report menu under the Services module.

A Dataset Report page will appear where you will have to fill in the details for your report as follows:
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Dataset: The data set you want to report on.

Reporting period: The actual period you want to report on. This can either be aggregated or raw periods. This
means that you can ask for a quarterly or annual report even though the data set is collected monthly. A dataset’s
period type (collection frequency) is defined in data set maintenance. First select the period type (monthly,
quarterly, yearly etc) in the drop down next to Previous and Next buttons and then select one of the available
periods from the drop down list below. Use Previous and Next to jump one year back or forward.
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Use data for selected unit only: Use this option if you want a report for an organization unit that has children, but
only want the data collected directly for this unit and not the data collected by its children. If you want a typical
aggregated report for an organization unit, you don’t tick this option.
Reporting Organisation unit: Here you select the organization unit you want the report for. This can be at any level
in the hierarchy as the data will be aggregated up to this level automatically (if you do not tick the option above).
When you are done filling in the report criteria, you click on ‘Get report’. The report will appear in html view in a
printer-friendly format. Use print and save as functions in the browser to print or save (as html) the report.
Below is a typical outcome of a generated report:
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6.3 Data Completeness Report
The data completeness report can be accessed from the Report menu, going through the Services module.
Completeness report will show you many datasets (forms) that have been submitted by organization unit and
period. You can use one of three methods to calculate completeness;
Based on completeness button in data entry
Based on a set of defined compulsory data elements
Based on the total registered data value for a dataset.
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To run data completeness report, do the following:
Select an organization unit from the tree.
Select one completeness methods.
Select all or one dataset (All will give you a report with all datasets for the selected organization unit. One dataset
will give you a report with completeness for all the children of the selected organization unit).
Select a period type and a period from the list of available periods for that period type. Move back/forward one
year by using the Previous/Next buttons.
Click on ‘Get report’.
Then the report will be shown automatically.
When you change any of the parameters above, the report will be updated automatically.
6.4 DATA VISUALIZER AND CHART GENERATION
The data visualizer module enables users to easily create dynamic data analysis and visualizations through charts
and data tables. You can freely select content (like indicators, periods and organisation units) for your analysis. This
module can be accessed by going to "Services - Data Visualizer" in the main menu. The image below shows the
viewport of the module. For a quick start:
Look under the "Indicator" heading and select an indicator group from the list of groups.
Look under "Available indicators" and select a few indicators from the list by double-clicking on them.
Click "Update" in the top bar and see the chart unfold.
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The data visualizer is designed firstly to be easy-to-use - you can simply select the indicators, data elements,
periods and organisation units you want to include and click "Update" to get your visualization. Secondly it is
designed to be fast and work well over poor Internet connections - charts are generated in the web browser and
very little data is transferred over the Internet.
Creating charts from data visualizer
Selecting chart type:
The visualizer module provides seven different chart types, each with different characteristics. You can select the
type of your chart by clicking on one of the icons in top left bar titled "Chart type".
Column chart: Chart which displays information as vertical rectangular columns with lengths proportional to the
values they represent. Useful eg. for comparing performance of different districts.
Stacked column chart: Chart with vertical rectangular columns where bars representing multiple categories are
stacked on top of each other. Useful eg. for displaying trends or sums of related data elements.
Bar chart: Same as column chart, only with horizontal bars.
Stacked bar chart: Same as stacked column chart, only with horizontal bars.
Line chart: Graph which displays information as a series of points connected by straight lines. Also referred to as
time series. Useful eg. to visualize trends in indicator data over multiple time periods.
Area chart: Chart which is based on line chart, with the space between the axis and the line filled with colors and
the lines stacked on top of each other. Useful for comparing the trends of related indicators.
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Pie chart: Circular chart divided into sectors (or slices). Useful eg. to visualize the proportion of data for individual
data elements compared to the total sum of all data elements in the chart.
Selecting series, category and filter:
This section lets you define which dimension of the data you want to appear as series, category and filter. This asks
for a closer explanation. Dimension in this regard refers to the elements which describe the data values in the
system. We have three main dimensions in the system:
Data: Includes data elements and indicators, describing the phenomena or event of the data.
Periods: Describes when the event took place.
Organisation units: Describes where the event took place.
The visualization module lets you use these dimensions completely flexible in terms of appearing as series,
categories and filter.
Selecting indicators and data elements:
The visualizer module can display any number of indicators and data elements in a chart and data table. Both
indicators and data elements can be selected and appear together in the same chart. You can select indicators by
clicking at the "Indicators" header and selecting an indicator group from the list of groups below it. This will make
the indicators in the selected group appear in the list under "Available indicators" to the left. From that list you can
double click on any indicator in order to select it, this will move it to the list under "Selected indicators".
Alternatively you can mark one or more indicators and click the single-arrow button. To select all indicators you
simply click on the double-arrow button. To deselect indicators you can do correspondingly in the "Selected
indicators" list.
To select data elements click on the "Data elements" header. The same principle for selecting and deselecting
applies as for indicators.
Selecting reporting rates:
The visualizer can display reporting rates in a chart, by itself or together with indicators and data elements.
Reporting rates can be selected by clicking at the "Reporting rates" header. Reporting rates are defined by data
sets. It can be selected by double-clicking in the list of available data sets to the left.
Selecting periods:
To select periods click on the "Periods" header. You can select any number of periods from the set of periods listed
under the header, such as "Last month", "Months this year" and "Last 5 years". The names should be fairly selfdescriptive. All periods are relative to the current date, meaning that if the current month is March and you select
"Last month", the month of February will be included in the chart.
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Selecting organisation units:
You can select which organisation units to include in the chart by clicking on the "Organisation units" header. This
section features a tree including all organisaiton units in the system. You can select any of the organisation units by
clicking on them. If you want to select multiple, arbitrary organisation units you can press the Ctrl button and then
click away in the tree. If you want to include all organization units existing directly under a specific organisation
unit (the children of the parent organisation unit in other terms) you can right-click on the organisation unit and
select "Select all children".
Selecting chart options:
You can set various chart options by clicking on the "Chart options" header in the panel to the left.
Show data: Displays the corresponding value next to columns and bars in the chart.
Hide subtitle: Hides the title and subtitle of your chart.
User org unit: Includes the organisation unit of the currently logged in user in the organisation unit selection.
Useful when displaying the chart on the dashboard since each user will get a relevant chart for their own location.
Trend line: The trend line will visualize how your data evolves over time - e.g. is performance improving or
detoriating. Makes sense when periods are selected as category.
Hide legend: Hides the legend and leave more room for the chart itself.
User org unit children: Includes the direct children of the organisation unit of the currently logged in user in the
organisation unit selection.
Domain axis label: Displays a label below the domain axis (also referred to as the X axis). Can give context
information to the chart, e.g. the type of periods being listed.
Range axis label: Displays a label next to the range axis (also referred to as the Y axis). Can give context information
to the chart, e.g. the unit of measure being used.
Target line value: Displays a horizontal line at the given domain value. Useful e.g. when you want to compare your
performance to the current target.
Target line label: Displays a label next to the target line.
Base line value: Displays a horizontal line at the given domain value. Useful e.g. when you want to visualize how
your performance has evolved since the beginning of a process.
Base line label: Displays a label next to the baseline.
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Displaying a chart:
You can display a chart based on your selections simply by clicking the "Update" button on the top centre menu.
This requires that you have selected one or more elements from all of the three dimensions - data, periods and
organisation units. Note that "Months this year" from the period dimension and the root organisation unit are
selected by default.
Notice that you can hide and show individual data series in the chart by clicking directly on the series label in the
chart - they appear either at the top or at the left of the chart.
If you want to give the chart more space on your screen you can click on the triple-arrow button on the top centre
menu. This will collapse the left side menu. You can get this menu back by clicking on the same button again.
Displaying a data table:
After you have rendered a chart you can display the data in a table by clicking on the "Data table" button on the
top centre menu (next to "Update"). This will show a table with four columns, one for data (meaning data element
or indicator), period, organisation unit and data value. This table can be sorted ascending or descending on any of
the columns.
Now, your chart can be downloaded in any format to include PDF, CSV, Excel or XML.

6.4 STANDARD REPORTS
What is a standard report?
A standard report is a manually designed report that presents manually chosen data in a manually specified layout.
Still, it's highly flexible, as it can be designed to be reused over and over again, by making use of the powerful
report tables.
A standard report can present any value from any table in the DHIS 2 database, but for the report design, we want
the reports to be flexible, so we want to connect the reports to tables that changes through time. The report tables
are therefore ideal for the report design.
Designing Standard reports in iReport
Jasper iReport Designer is a tool for creating reports that can be used as Standard Reports in DHIS 2. The tool
allows for the creation of standard report templates that can easily be exported from DHIS 2 with up to date data.
The process of creating reports involves four major steps:
A report table must be created in DHIS 2 with the indicators/data elements/datasets to be used in the report.
You have to run the report table and download the design file (Click the "Download as JRXML" button).
Open the downloaded .jrxml file using the free software ‘Jasper iReport’ Designer to edit the layout of the report.
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The edited report can then be uploaded to DHIS 2 to be used as a standard report.
If you want to preview your report during the design in iReport, you actually have to upload your file to DHIS 2 to
see how it looks.
Below is the default homepage of the Jasper iReport designer:

a. Download and open the design file
Note: If you have not created a report table yet, you have to do so.
Locate your desired report table and run it by clicking the green circle with a white arrow inside. When the report
is shown, click the "Download as JRXML" button to download the design file. Then open that file in the Jasper
iReport Designer software.
b. Editing the report
You are now ready to edit the layout of the report. The main iReport window consists of a "Report Inspector" to
the left, the report document in the middle, a "Palette" area on the upper right hand side and a "Properties" area
on the lower right hand side. The "Report Inspector" is used for selecting and examining the various properties of
the report, and when selecting an item in the inspector, the "Properties" panel changes to display properties
relating to the selection. The "Palette" is used for adding various elements, e.g. text boxes, images and charts to
the document.
Note: If you cannot see the Palette or Properties sidebar, you can enable them from the menu item called
"Window" on the menu bar.
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The iReport document is divided into seven main bands, divided by layout separators (the blue lines). These lines
are used to decide how big each of the areas should be on the report.
The areas all have different purposes:
Title - area for the title of the report
Page header - area for the page header
Column header - area for column headers (for the table)
Detail 1 - area where the actual report data will be placed
Column footer - area to make footer of the table
Page footer - area for the page footer
Summary - elements in this area will be placed at the end of the report
By default you will see that only the Title, Column Header and the Detail 1 bands have data. For most reports this is
OK. The Title band is suitable for a title and e.g. a chart. Data fields entered into the Detail 1 area will be iterated
over to create a table. For example, if a field called "datalelementname" is placed in the Detail 1 band, all data
elements in the report table will be listed here. We'll come back to data fields management just a little below.
The unused bands in the report are shrinked to add more space for your report data. You can however
increase/decrease the band height as you like. There are two ways to do that. The first way is simply to drag the
blue band-line as shown below.

The other way to adjust the band height is to select a band in the "Report Inspector", and then adjust the "Band
height" value in the "Detail 1 - properties" area in the lower right corner.
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As the fields are already present on the report, you probably don't want to do anything than just fix the layout and
drag fields around. You can also resize the fields by dragging the side, top or bottom lines. If you want to change
the text in the column headers, you simply double click the field and change the text.
To add a field to the table, we simply drag it to the Detail 1 band from the "Report Inspector". The column header
will be added automatically.
By double clicking the box, the text can be edited. The format of the text, such as size, font and alignment, can be
adjusted with the tools above the document.
NOTE: Fields starting with "$F" present values that are retrieved from the database every time the report is run.
The values here will vary, so do not change these fields unless you want a static value here!
c. Text
There are two types of text in iReport: «Text labels» and «Text fields» (data fields). They work in different ways,
and should be used for different purposes. The main point is that text fields are just placeholders that will be filled
with the correct text from the report table when the report is run, while text labels will stay the way they are when
the report is run.
d. Filtering the table rows
In the default table exported from DHIS 2, there are some rows that it might be better to leave out of the table,
and some that it would be preferable to have at the end. For example, when making a table based on a report
table with the «parent organisation unit» parameter, the default table might have a row with the national level
somewhere in between all the regions. In iReport, this can be changed so that the «parent organisation unit»
appears at the bottom of the table. This involves two steps that will be explained below. Note that this will not
work where there is only one organisation unit, and it is therefore most useful when using the «parent
organisation unit» or «grand parent organisation unit» parameters in the report table.
e. Sorting
Often you will be making reports where the first column is organisation unit names. However, it can be a problem
that the list of organisation units are not sorted alphabetically. This can be fixed in iReport through a few simple
steps.
In the report inspector, right click on the name of the report (by default this is dpt) and select Edit query.
A Report query window will appear. Click on the Sort options button.
A Sorting window as show below will appear. Here, we can add our sorting options. Click the Add field button.
Another small window will show up, with a drop down menu where you can choose sort by organisationunitname
to have the table sorted alphabetically by name.
Click OK - Close - OK to close the three windows. The table should now be sorted.
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f. Changing indicator/data element names
By default, the reports from DHIS 2 uses the short names for indicators and data elements in reports and charts. In
some cases these are not always very meaningful for third parties, but with some work they can be given custom
names through iReport. This is useful for example if you are making a report with indicators as rows and periods as
column, or for charts with indicators.
To change the names of an indicator or data element, we have to edit its «expression» or formula, for example by
right clicking the text box and choosing Edit expression to bring up the Expression editor.
Next, we have to insert some Java code. In the following example, we will be replacing the shortname of three
indicators with their proper names. The code searches for the shortname, and then replaces it with a proper name.
($F{indicatorname}.equals("Bed Util All")) ? "Bed Utilisation - All Wards"
:
($F{indicatorname}.equals("Bed Util Mat")) ? "Bed Utilisation - Maternity"
:
($F{indicatorname}.equals("Bed Util Ped")) ? "Bed Utilisation - Paediatric"
:
$F{indicatorname}
From this, we can see a pattern that is reusable for more general cases.
For each indicator or data element we want to change the name for, we need one line
Each line is separated by a colon :
We finish the expression with a «regular» line
Each line has the same format, where the red text is the shortname, the blue text is what we want to insert
instead.
The same expressions can be used for example when having indicator names along the category axis of a chart.
g. Adding horizontal totals
By using the expression editor, it is possible to add a column to the table with totals for each row. In the following
example, we will make a table with three months as columns as well as a column with the totals for the three
months.
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We start by dragging a text label into the table header and changing its text to "Total", and dragging a text field
into the details row.
As was discussed in the section on "Text field", we have to change the properties of the new text field so that it can
display numbers. To do this, change the "Expressions Class" in the properties panel to "java.lang.Double".
Right click the text field and choose "Edit Expression". This will bring up the "Expressions editor". As the
expression, we want to sum up all the columns. In this case we have three value expressions we want to sum up:
"September", "October 2010", "November 2010". The name of these fields will vary depending on the crosstab
dimension you have chosen in the report table. In our case, the expression we make is "$f{September}+$f{October
2010}+$f{November 2010}":
Each row of the table has a totals column to the right.
h. Groups of tables
There are cases when it can be useful to have several tables in one report. This can be done using Report groups.
Using this functionality, one can for example create a report one table for each indicator, or one table of each
organisation unit. In the following, we will go through the steps needed to make a report with three indicators,
each represented in one table. It is important that the report table does not crosstab on indicators when we want
to make groups of tables based on indicators.
In our example, the .jrxml file downloaded from DHIS 2 will by default have one column for organisation unit and
on for indicators (assuming we have chosen periods as the only crosstab dimension). We start by removing the
indicator column, since this is not needed in our case, and realign the other fields to fit the report.
Next, we create out Report group. Go to the report inspector, right click on the report name (dpt is the default)
and choose Add Report Group.

A window will appear, with a report group wizard. Select a name for the group, in this case we choose «Indicator».
In the drop down menu, we can select what columns in the report table we want the groups to be based on. So, if
we wanted one table for each organisation unit, we would choose organisation unit name as the report object to
group according to. However, since we are grouping by indicators in this example, we choose indicatorname. Then
click next.
The next step is to select whether or not we want a separate Group header and Group footer band for each report
group. In this case, we choose to include both. Click Finish, and the group bands should appear in the report.

If you upload and run the report, it will now create one table for each indicator. However, it will not look very good
as there will be no header row over each table - only one header at the top of each page. Also, there is no
indication as to which table is showing which indicator. In the following, we will fix this.
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Instead of having the title row in the column header, we can instead move it to the Group header. This will make
the heading show up above each individual table. Furthermore, we can add a heading to each table with the name
of the indicator.
Move the column headers from the Column header band to the Indicator group header band.

Next, add a text field to the Indicator group heading band, and edit its expression to display the indicator name.
The report should now have three tables, one for each indicator. Each table will have a heading with the name of
the indicator, and also a table header row.

i. Charts
By default, a 3D bar chart is included in the .jrxml file that is downloaded from DHIS 2. This is set up so that only
data from the «parameter orgnisation unit» (often the parent or grand parent) is used. Usually, this is a good
solution. Since it is the default, we will start by looking at bar charts, before looking at line charts.
Bar charts
Bar charts are the default chart type in DHIS 2. In this section, we will look at how to make bar charts like the one
above, comparing the value of one indicator in several districts. To edit the default chart in iReport, right click on it
and choose chart data.
A window will appear. By default, the Filter expression is filled in so that only data for the parent organisation unit
will be displayed. If for some reason you do not want this, simply delete the text in the text box. In this case we do
NOT want the filter, as we are making a chart showing a comparison across districts. To continue, click the details
tab.
Under details, you see the list of series for the chart. By default, one series is created per crosstab column. In this
case, we are looking at data for one indicator for the whole of 2010, for a number of districts. The indicator is
along the crosstab dimension.

To make changes to a series, select it and click modify. Another window will appear where there are four areas
that can be edited. The three first are required, but it is sufficient to add an empty quote («») in one of the first
two. The first box is a text field where the name of the series can be inserted or edited. This is the field that will be
used to fill the text in the legend box (shown below).
However, if you want to have the name of each bar along the x-axis of the chart instead of using the legend, this
can be done by adding whatever text you want to present in the Category expression field, or by inserting an
expression to have it filled automatically when the report is run. In this case, we want to have one bar for each
organisation unit. We therefore edit the category expression by clicking on the button to the right.
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As the expression, we chose organization unit name, as shown below.
When we are finished, the series editor should look like below. Click OK, then Close to close the Chart Details
window.
We can also add a title to the chart, for example the name of the indicator. This is also done in the Chart properties
panel, under Title expression.
The Expression editor window will appear, where you can enter the title. Note that the title must be in quotes, as
shown below.
The chart is now ready.
i.2

Line charts

Line charts can be useful in many circumstances. However, to make line charts the report data (report table) must
be suited for it. Thus if you want to make a line chart, it is important that the report table does not have periods in
the crosstab dimension. An example where this is useful is if you are making a report for a single organization unit
with one or more indicators, or if you are making a report with one indicator and one or more organization units.
Below, we will go though the steps needed to make a report with a line chart showing the development of three
indicators over one year, for one organization unit. We start by making a report table with the choices shown
below:
When we open the resulting .jrxml-file in iReport, the default line chart is included. Since we want to make a line
chart, we delete this chart and drag a new chart element into the report from the Palette panel.

As soon as we drag the Chart element into the report, a window will appear. We choose the Line chart, as shown
below.
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A chart wizard will appear. Click next in the first step, and then Finish in the next - we will add the data later.

Next, adjust the size and position of the chart in your report. Then, we will add one data series for each of our
three indicators. Right-click on the chart and choose Chart data. If you are making a chart with one indicator and
several organisation units, you probably want to make a filter expression so that only data from the
paramter/parent organisation unit is used in the chart. To do this, add this line to the Filter expression area:
$F{organisation_unit_is_parent}.equals("Yes")
In our example, we only have on organisation unit, so this is not necessary. Next, click the details tab to see a list of
the series in the chart. For now, this list is empty, but we will add one series for each of our three indicators. To
add a series, click the Add button.

In the window that appears, enter the name of the first of the indicators in the Series expression window.
Remember to put the name in quotes. In the category expression (along the x-axis) we want the months, so we use
the button next to the field to open the Expression editor and add period name.

You can then Click OK to close the window. Follow the same steps to add a series for the other indicators.
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Close the window, and the data for the line chart should be ready. However, some additional adjustments might
be needed - most of these can be found in the line chart properties panel. For example, when making a month by
month chart as we have in example, there is often not enough space for the month names along the category axis.
This can be fixed by rotating the labels for example -40 degrees, by using the property category axis tick label
rotation.

Many other options are available to give the chart the desired look

j. Adding the Report to DHIS 2
We can now switch to DHIS 2 and import our report. Go to the report module in DHIS 2, and select "standard
report". In the "standard report" screen, click "add new", or edit an existing one.
In the following screen, there are several actions we need to take. First, enter a name for the new "Standard
Report". Second, for design, click "Choose File" and find the .jrxml-file you have edited in iReport. Then we select
the report table that we used as a basis for the report in iReport. Click add, and it should move to the "Selected
report tables" area. Finally, click “save’’.

The report is now available as a "Standard Report" in DHIS 2.
6.5 IMPORT-EXPORT
Data Exchange/Transmission:
In a primary health system, the HMIS typically involves a distributed application, where the same application is
running in different geographical locations (PHCs,CHCs, hospitals, districts, and state). Most of these physical
locations do not have Internet connectivity, and hence they work offline. At some point (normally at the district
level), the data needs to be synchronised in order to have a consolidated database for a particular geographical
region. For this, it is important to be able to export data from one location (which is working offline, say at the
health facility level) to another one say at the district level where the data would need to be imported. This feature
of exporting and importing is thus a crucial function of a HMIS. This feature also helps us overcome the
dependency on Internet to some degree, as data updates can be transferred via USB key where there is no
connectivity, or through email where there is limited Internet connectivity. DHIS 2 provides robust export-import
functionality to fulfil these needs.
6.5.1 Import
The import option allows different instances of DHIS2 to receive standardised set of data in the absence of a
networked system. DHIS2 is capable of importing data from other systems that either support the DXF of IXF
formats. DHIS2 is capable of importing data directly from a DHIS 1.4 Access database. DHIS2 is also capable of
importing data through the Excel reporting module.
The Data Exchange Format (DXF) is the default XML schema that is used to transport data between two
disconnected DHIS2 systems.
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5

Import from other systems
To demonstrate import procedure and verify your import, you will have to connect to another database that does
not have your current data.
Follow these steps in performing data import:
Hover mouse on services module then click “import-export”.
Click “import”.
Choose type as “Preview”.
Click “browse” button.
Navigate and select where sfhtraining-myfirstexportfile
Click on “Show advanced options” to see other options.
Click “import” button.
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6.5.2 Export
In the case of on-line data entry, all data is saved into one database only. In an offline deployment, each
deployment will have a separate database in their local system. So the data will be stored in their local database. In
an offline deployment, after the data entry is finished, it will need to be manually sent to the next level of where
the application is running. In an on-line application, however, that is not required, as all data is stored at a central
location using the Internet.
Data Export
Follow the steps below to do “Data Export”
From services module click “import-export”
Click “data export”
Identify the following
Organisation unit : “bo Abbot Clinic”.
Data Type: “Regular Data”.
Data Source: “Organisation with children”.
Start date: “01-01-2010”.
End date: “30-04-2010”.
Selected dataset: “Malaria Diagnosis, Prevention and Treatment”.
Click “Saved” button
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Click ok
Normally Mozilla Firefox browser will save the file in the download folder e.g
“C:\Users\Damilola\Documents\Downloads”
Locate and rename the file as “sfhtraining-myfirstexportfile”.

6.5.3 Metadata Export
Metadata is "data about data". In the context of DHIS2, metadata consists of definitions of data elements,
indicators, the structure and names contained in the organizational hierarchy, and other options. You perform
metadata export when you need to do complete data export.
Steps.
Click on “Metadata Export”
Check all application export metadata
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Detailed Metadata Export
The "Detailed metadata" function will allow you to export specific data element and indicator definitions.
Steps:
Click “detailed metadata”.
Select the data elements to be exported
Add all the “indicators” to be exported.
Click “export” button.

Export to other systems:
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DHIS2 support export to the Indicator Exchange Format 2 developed by UNAIDS. The IXF data exchange standard
has been implemented, with various levels of compatibility, between several information management systems
including CRIS version 2, DevInfo version 5, KIDS developed by FAO, DHIS 1.4, DHIS2, and HealthMapper version 4
developed by WHO. The IXF data export is essentially the same as a standard DHIS 2 DXF export, but results in a
file format that is compatible with IXF 2.
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7.0 QUERYING THE DATABASE
7.1

Logging into MySQL with username and password

Querying the database simply means writing queries to retrieve information from the database. To do this the user
need to login to mysql command line by providing the username and password. See below:

The cd means change directory and the directory will be changed to C drive immediately. –uroot stands for the
username, the u means username which is always root by default and the –pdhis2@enugu stands for the
password. Password is not static as it depends on the root password of that MySQL instance. Having done this,
click “enter” on your keyboard and the mysql command line will open for you that tells you that you have
successfully logged into mysql command prompt. See the page below:
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Seeing the above page you can now proceed to query the database.
7.2

Creating a database

To create a new database, you must write this line of query taking note of case sensitivity while typing the
database name and always remember to end your query line by a semi colon mark. The syntax goes thus:
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After typing the query above, click “enter” and a response will automatically come from mysql either telling you
that the query is ok or telling you to check your syntax, the later message shows if you have error in your query.
For every command issued, a message pops up telling your query is ok telling you otherwise if you have syntax
error. This is shown below:

7.3

Using the newly created database

Creating a database does automatically make it available for use. You must issue a command to use the database.
After creating the database, the next step is to use the newly created database and this is done by writing the
query displayed below:
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Immediately you click “enter” a message tells you ‘database changed’ as shown above. This is to tell you that you
have chosen to use that particular database. You can also use this query while changing from one database to
another. Remember there are N numbers of databases can be created in MySQL.

7.4

Import and Export of database

Import and export of databases simply means extracting and replacing the contents of a database and this is done
by writing queries from the command line. The import process is called sourcing and the export process is called
dumping which can also be called backup.
To import a particular database, you have to use the database first after which you will now issue this query below
and click enter: (source dhis2.sql;)
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Once you click enter, the import process begins immediately which will be displayed on the command prompt line
after line till the whole process is completed. See below:

Once the process is completed, the last line displays the mysql command line as shown above. With this, the
contents of the dump file is been copied into that database thereby overwriting every other existing contents.
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Exporting on the other hand is retrieving or copying of the contents of a database. This can be done to get a back
up file of the existing database. The file retrieved is in form of a sql script referred to as a dump file. To generate a
dump file, go to your command prompt. On the C: \ directory, type the syntax as shown below:

Please note that you are not expected to log into MySQL before the command can be issued. Taking a look at the
syntax above:
Mysqldump is the main command indicating that you want to dump a content in the MySQL application.
Much like logging into MySQL, the username (in this case, root) and password must be provided.
A database called dhis2 is to be copied
> refers to destination direction
While dhis2.sql is the destination file format.
7.5

DATABASE REPLICATION

MySQL replication allows you to have an exact copy of a database from a master server on another server (slave),
and all updates to the database on the master server are immediately replicated to the database on the slave
server so that both databases are in sync. It is the process of mirroring information on a database such that it looks
as if the user is logged on directly to the database server. The real database is the MASTER while a host is the
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SLAVE. This is not a backup policy because an accidentally issued DELETE command on the master will also be
carried out on the slave.
How to Set Up Database Replication in MySQL
This aspect of the manual describes how to set up database replication in MySQL. In this tutorial we shall replicate
the database dhis2 from the master with the IP address 172.0.3.16 to a slave with IP address 172.0.3.13. Both
systems (master and slave) are connected on a local network
Both systems have MySQL installed, and the database dhis2 with tables and data already exists on the master, but
not on the slave.
1. Configuring the Master
On the local disk (C:)of the master, go to Program files->MySQL->MySQL server->my. We have to tell MySQL for
which database it should write logs (these logs are used by the slave to see what has changed on the master),
which log file it should use, and we have to specify that this MySQL server is the master. We want to replicate the
database dhis2, so we put the following lines into cnf file (my configuration file):
binlog-do-db=dhis2
server-id=1
Then you save
Note; if you omit server- ID (or set it explicitly to its default value of 0); a master will refuse connections from all
slaves.

Then we log into the MySQL database as root and create a user with replication privileges:
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The essence of exit is to load the altered configuration file of MySQL. In the syntax above, we are granting
replication privileges to any ‘slave’ with a username ‘repl’ and password ‘repl’.
Obtain the master status information; to configure replication on the slave you must determine the master's
current coordinates within its binary log. You will need this information so that when the slave starts the
replication process, it is able to start processing events from the binary log at the correct point.
Start a session on the master by connecting to it with the command-line client, and flush all tables and block write
statements by executing the command below:
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The last command will show something like this:
+---------------+----------+--------------+------------------+
| File
| Position | Binlog_do_db | Binlog_ignore_db |
+---------------+----------+--------------+------------------+
| mysql-bin.006 | 183 | exampledb |
|
+---------------+----------+--------------+------------------+
1 row in set (0.00 sec)
Write down this information, we will need it later on the slave!
Then restart the services of MySQL as shown below:
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Where SFHmySQL is the service name of your MySQL instance.
Now, back up and copy the database (dump file) from MySQL prompt. The dump file will be used to configure the
slave while placed in the local disk of the slave.
2 Configuring the Slave
On the slave we first have to create the database dhis2 on MySQL prompt
mysql -u root -p
Enter password:*******
create database dhis2;
quit;
Now, the SQL dump of dhis2 on the master has been placed in the local disk of the slave, and then it is time now to
import the SQL dump into our newly created dhis2 on the slave.
We have to tell MySQL on the slave that it is the slave, that the master is 172.0.3.16, and that the master database
to watch is dhis2. Therefore we add the following lines to its configuration file as we did with the master server.
Remember that the configuration file is located at C:\->program files-> MySQL->MySQL server-my
server-id=2
master-host=172.0.3.16
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master-user=repl
master-password=repl
master-connect-retry=60
replicate-do-db=dhis2
Then we restart MySQL:
Finally, we must do this on the MySQL prompt of the slave:
mysql -uroot -p
Enter password:**********
slave stop;
In the next command (still on the MySQL shell) you have to replace the values appropriately:

MASTER_HOST is the IP address or hostname of the master (in this example it is 192.168.0.100).
MASTER_USER is the user we granted replication privileges on the master.
MASTER_PASSWORD is the password of MASTER_USER on the master.
MASTER_LOG_FILE is the file MySQL gave back when you ran SHOW MASTER STATUS; on the master.
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MASTER_LOG_POS is the position MySQL gave back when you ran SHOW MASTER STATUS; on the master.
Now all that is left to do is start the slave. Still on the MySQL prompt we run
start slave;
quit;
That's it! Now whenever dhis2 is updated on the master, all changes will be replicated to dhis2 on the slave. Test
it!
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8.0 DETAILED DHIS2 TROUBLESHOOTING
8.1 TROUBLESHOOTING CONNECTIONS
Below are the steps needed in troubleshooting dhis2 connections.
Ensure that the server, the router and the workstation are well connected to the SFH supplied UPS and the UPS is
well connected to PHCN or SFH supplied generating set.
Ensure that the router is well connected to the server and the wireless USB stick is well connected to the
workstation.
Ensure that the wireless network connection name appears on the connection name of the workstation and it is
connected. For example, SFH 4F

Please note that you are to check for network connection names such as sfhbauchidhis2.
Ensure the firewall setting on the server is off.
Steps on How to ensure that the firewall is turned off .
First , click on control panel.
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Secondly, click on windows firewall.
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Confirm if the windows firewall is on or off. The diagram below shows that the firewall is off.

If the firewall settings is on, click on windows firewall on or off.

Select turn off firewall and click on ok
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Once all the above exercises had been carried out, you can now confirm whether the work station is
connected to the server or not.
Step1. Check the IP address of the server.
Click on start button on the server
Click on run and type cmd in the box , a dialog box comes up like this below

Type ipconfig on the command prompt and press enter
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Now you know the IP address of the server

Step 2. You can now check whether the workstation is connected to the server.
Click on start button on the workstation
Click on run and type cmd in the box , a dialog box comes up like this below
Type ping 192.168.5.28 and press enter
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Now, the work station is connected to the server and work can commence
Please note that the ip address that you will find on your respective state servers will be different from the one
you are seeing here

8.2 DHIS2 SCRIPTING AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT
Exploring the scripting directory and files.
There are quite a number of database scripts in the DHIS2 server which can be found in a folder call ‘transfer’. This
folder can be found in ‘(c:)’, Among the database scripts in the transfer folder is the back up script (also known as
dump file).
List of Scripts in the transfer folder
dhis2exp.bat
dxp-state.sql
dhis2imp.bat
dhis2-state.sql
fk_dp_scr_state.bat
fk_dp_scr_state.sql
fr_scr_id_state.bat
fr_scr_id_state.sql
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fr_ag_en_da_state.bat
fr_ag_en_da_state.sql

8.3 FUNCTIONS OF THE SCRIPTS






The ‘dhis2exp.bat’ is used for generating back up.
The ‘dhis2imp.bat’ is used on demand that is you are not to do anything on this file unless you are told to
do so
The ‘fk_dp_scr_state.bat’ is used only when instructed
The ‘fr_scr_id_state.bat’ is used when import fails and after every import of metadata
The ‘fx_ag_en_da_state.sql’ is used on demand that is you are not to do anything on this file unless you
are told to do so

This now takes us to how we can locate the transfer folder and how to generate the back up.
First, click on computer.
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Click on Local Disk (c:)

Click on the transfer folder
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Double click on exp-state (e.g exp-oyo)

A dialog box comes up requesting you to press any key to continue, when you get this message, that means you
have successfully generated the back up. The next step is to copy and send the dhis2exp.sql file to the support
team.
Apache tomcat: At any instance of logging into DHIS2 application, ensure that your Apache tomcat service is
started. It is expedient to sometimes stop and then restart the application for effective functioning of the
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application. You may also log into the tomcat application with a username and password to start a particular
application if not started. The URL to log into tomcat manager application is: localhost/manager/html.
The administrator should have the username and password to successfully access the contents of the apache
software foundation.
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PREVENTION INTERVENTION TRACKING TOOL (PITT)
Version 2

PITT 2.0 MANUAL
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1.0 INTRODUCTION TO PITT 2.0

1.1 Overview of PITT
PITT2.0 a web based application used to collect, analyze and generate report of most at risk people ‘MARPS’ , this
application runs on any web server which has a Java servlet and can be accessed through a web browser over the
internet. It is an electronic system used for tracking and ensuring prevention program data quality. It uses a
combination of methods to generate results based on 3 minimum packages (3MPP). It is advancement over PITT v
6.1.3, an offline application. This version addresses comprehensive prevention intervention as described in the
reviewed NPP 2010
The main advantage of this web based solution is that it is centralized which enables easy, online updating and
deployment of applications. The only requirement on the client’s side is to have a web browser installed on their
work stations and Internet Connection. It also allows universal accessibility of the web based application regardless
of the client’s operating system.
1.2 Basic features of PITT 2.0
PITT 2.0 has the following features.
1.2.1 General Characteristics.
It is highly user friendly and does not require rigorous training by users and can be used by all categories of people
from the data entry officers to the M&E specialist.
Uses pop-up calendar to select report date/ duration for the absorption of cohort groups
Uses dashboard techniques to present online reporting as data entries goes on
Generates detail monthly , quarterly and, or annual summary report
Runs on real-time with the use of Internet facilities with any system with windows operating system, Java 6
application and any MS office Compatible system to enable generation reports.
Tracks more than one service or activity per strategy, but counts as one service rendered
It also saves data of all clients enrolled into the database on a permanent basis.
It ensures data integrity by avoiding duplication of data and random deletion of data from the database.
It is also created with a unique key and identifier as no two users will bear the same name and other personal
details.
1.2.2 Technical functionalities:
Mapping relationship between the cohort groups
Service registration of different strategies on a flexible frequency
Generation of dynamic and advanced charts
Real time manipulations of data on simulated spreadsheet
Integration with aggregate software like IMIS, DHIS2 etc
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Ease of data export to most potable document holders e.g. MS Excel, PDF, XML.
Highly user friendly.
Does not have browser preference , it can run effective on any browser such as Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
Internet Explorer, Safari, Opera etc
The system has a high security profile which has clearly defined roles and responsibilities for various users and the
administrator. The administrator has right or privilege to drop a row or a column but cannot truncate the
database. Therefore PITT 2.0 shall log out every user after 30 minutes without any contact with the interface
already opened.
1.3 PITT 2.0 Login access
Any user logging into PITT 2.0 must first be registered as a user and then access will be granted by the
administrator. Every user must have login credentials to include a username and password.
To access the SFH PITT enter this URL: http://sfhng.org/pitt into your web browser page, you will get a login page
as below:

1.3.1 Creating a new user
As a new user, you will first register as a user with a username after which the administrator will grant you user
access to the database. Steps in creating a new user.
First navigate your cursor and click on “new user? clickhere” to get a page displayed below:
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Click on request access key
It will be noted that the verification fields except the access key field are inactive i.e. you are unable to type into
them. This means that a valid access key must first be typed in, to enable the activation of other fields. Hence, you
must first generate an access key for yourself by clicking on “request access key”.

After clicking on request access key, the page shown above is displayed.
Type in your email and click on “request”.
The database synchronizes and sends a valid access key to the email you typed in via the administrator email
(sfh.dhis2@gmail.com).
Note that for every incorrect and invalid details inputed, the user is prompted with a red alert message
indicating an error and stating the reason(s) for the error as shown in the cases below:
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The above is displayed when incorrect email details are filled in the spaces provided.

The above is displayed when an email has been used more than once to generate access key. Hence, one email,
one access key.
But if the correct and valid details are inputted, the user is prompted with a blue background message indicating
affirmation.The generated access key will be sent to your email. The access key must be fetched from your email
to complete your user creation.
Once you key in a valid access key into its field (as obtained from your email);
The database synchronizes, causing the other fields to come alive thereby enabling you to type the necessary
details in the fields.
Your inputted email address entered will automatically be displayed in its field as shown below:
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Now, you can fill in the necessary details to include username, password, surname, firstname and please note that
the username entered here will be your username to log into the PITT software.
Check for availability of your username if it’s available for use or vice versa by clicking on “check availability”.

The message prompted above shows that the username entered is available, therfore, it can be used.
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On the other hand, if the username entered have been used by another user, the above page is displayed showing
you that the username is not available, therefore can no longer be used.
Click on “submit”.
Now, if incorrect passwords are entered into the password field, PITT will again notify the user of password
mismatch as shown below:

But if the correct details have been entered, a message of affirmation will be received as shown:
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Upon submission of your details, the administrator will receive your entry, confirm eligibility and decides whether
to decline or grant you access and privileges to the software.
Once the administrator approves your request, you will be notified & granted access to login into PITT 2.0.
1.3.2 Logging into PITT2.0
Take the following steps to login into PITT 2.0:
Enter the correct url address on your web browser i.e. http://Sfhng.org/pitt
Enter username and password in the fields provided
Click on the “login” button

Tip: Adjust browser font size with "ctrl +-" from your computer keyboard
You get a start-up page (dashboard) as shown below:
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Note:
For new users, the username is the information you entered in the username field during the user creation
while the default password for every new user is “Training1”. As one of the fascinating features of PITT, your
username and password will be mailed to your email. You can change the default password from the
password management session while logged in.
The homepage displays some exciting &unique features to include:
All modules users can navigate to
Bulleted hints on PITT features
RSS Feeds: A daily enlightenment application bringing you news from across the globe
Theme setting module
Database closure alert: This notifies users when the database will be closed against data entry of the previous
month. This is just a period of grace spanning into the following month allowing users to complete data entry for
the previous month. As the number of days decreases, the software alerts users on the number of days remaining
for the database to be closed. Once the grace period elapses, the message do not pop up until a new month.

Shown below is a database closure red alert:
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1.3.3
Navigating the Theme settings
PITT 2.0 allows users to customize the look of the interface in terms of color and style. This means that each
and every user can have different themes according to their choice and taste. Note that this has nothing to
do with inputs or data generation in the software. Themes can be changed anytime the user wishes and it is
user inclined.
Note: Every new user is logged into a default theme called ‘home’
To change the theme settings, go through the following steps:
Click on the theme’s drop down at the top right corner of your home page.

You get a variety of themes you can choose from. If a user wants to change the theme to swanky-purse for
instance,
Navigate to and click on your prefered choice (in this case, swanky-purse).
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The theme changes automaticaly as shown below:

For a user who choose ‘midnight’ as a theme, will have the page displayed like this:
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2.0 SERVICES MODULE
This is one of the most important part of the PITT software to a user were every information is been inputte
into the database. Clicking on the services module displays two sub-modules vis: Data Entry and Add Peers.
2.1 Adding peers in PITT2.0
To add or create a peer, click on the services tab on the main menu. A drop down will appear as shown
below:
Click on the Add Peers option

The Add Peers module is where peers are manually created and saved in the database. Peers are created with
their unique information. A peer can be created to be a peer educator or just a peer. Note that every new
peer created is on active status by default. For every new user, no data of any peer created can be found on
the interface as shown:
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If there are existing peers already created, a comprehensive list of these peers in the order they were created
will be seen on the interface as you will shown below:

The following steps will guide you on how to enter peers information:
Enter surname, first name, other name (optional), age and sex etc.
On the site name, simply type in the state code (e.g en for Enugu, cr for Cross River, kd for Kaduna e.t.c) to display
a drop down of all site names in that state to choose from. You can in addition type the first letter or word of the
site name to be more precise. The automatic search begins just after 2 seconds of releasing your fingers from the
keyboard as shown below:
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Apply the same principle used in the site name to enter name of CBO.
Select frequency from drop down as ‘Quarterly’
Select start and end dates by clicking on their tabs to display a calendar.

The start and end dates are generally the beginning and end of a quarter respectively e.g. 01/01/2012 to
31/03/2012; 01/04/2012 to 30/06/2012 e.t.c. Note that each quarter must correspond with the lunar calender
i.e. Jan – Mar, Apr – Jun, Jul – Sept and Oct – Dec.
Check on peer educator (optional, only if that peer is to be created as a peer educator)
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Click on ‘save’ and wait for the software to save your newly created peer in the database.

Once saved, a confirmatory message pops up indicating successful creation of the peer.

Peers created are added to the database, assigned a unique Peer ID and can be seen under the cohort edit
mapping.
2.2

Modifying Peer’s information

PITT allows you to modify features of already created peers. You can edit, assign peers to peer educators and
delete peers if need be. These have limits for once a peer is serviced, it is believed that no mistake has been made
on his/her information; hence, no modification can be made to that data.
Procedures for modification of peer information: These includes the following steps
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Click on edit icon of the peer you want to modify. These peers can be seen under the cohort edit mapping column
of the ‘Add Peer’ page.

The page below appears on clicking the edit icon:

For a peer educator, list of peers yet to be assigned to a peer educator will be displayed as shown:
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Information about the peer can be edited to include surname, first name, sex, age e.t.c.
For a peer educator, the available and selected boxes will appear where available peers can be assigned to the
peer educator with the use of arrows provided.
Click on “save” on completion.
Click “cancel” to go back to the previous menu.
Peers can be deleted by clicking on the the delete icon just beside the edit icon. If a peer educator is deleted,
all peers assigned to it will then be available for selection to any other peer educator. But note that peers can
only be deleted if only they have not been serviced

2.3 Data Entry
Data entry window can be opened by clicking on the services tab on the main menu and choosing the data
entry module from the drop down as shown below:
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The data entry module is where data on services rendered to each peers is registered in the PITT database.
Data entry officers are adviced to maintain a great level of data integrity. Date of data entry automatically
appears beside the strategy showing when that peer was serviced with such strategy.
Data is registered for each peer on a set of activity and target group while assigning the strategies reached.
The data entry screen displays the following parts:
New: opens a section to register peers that have been created but have never been serviced for that quarter. You
can click on ‘New’ only when you have entered the activity name and date of compilation
Save only: saves peers information and strategies reached in the database.
Save and Recalculate: Here, peers information are saved and matched with the DHIS2 database.
Load all data: Displays all peers and their information in the database for that quarter on a full page.
Any peer already created but have not been serviced can be registered into the data entry sheet by clicking
on the “New” tab as shown below:
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This is done by first choosing an activity name for that peer from the drop down and the date of compilation.
If these steps are not followed, the software displays an error message prompting the user to report the date
of compilation.

The shots below illustrates how activity name and date of compilation are been added.
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After imputing your activity name and date of compilation, click on ‘New’ tab and the number of peers not yet
serviced will be seen as well as fields to assign strategies to them.

On the ‘small group members’ field, click on it to display a drop down of peers that have not been serviced for
that month and make selections from the drop down. Do same on the Target Group, Peer Education Model,
Peer Education Model Plus and Specific Population Awareness Campaign (SPACamp) columns of the new peer
you are servicing.
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Immediately you are done with filling the necessary information, click on ‘save only’.
Strategies reached or information about peers already serviced can easily be viewed by clicking directly on
the strategies of that peer to display its information. You can only view but cannot modify anything here.
Displayed below are view screens of strategies reached for a particular peer.
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To edit the information or data entered for a particular peer in that month, click on the ‘edit’ icon of that peer
to display the edit page as shown below:

On the edit page, the following observations can be made:
Only target group and not name, sex, age or even peer unique ID can be edited.
Strategies reached have unique dates of entry attached.
The delete button is inactive, hence, peers can never be deleted from this menu.
To edit the target group, click on the drop down menu option on the data entry sheet to reveal the list
therein.
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It can be shown that you can assign new strategies reached to peers from this menu. Also, strategies reached
have dates attached. These dates corressponds with when these peers were serviced. Even when you unassign any strategy from a peer, the dates still don’t change or erase. This ensures a great deal of data
integrity.
Select strategies reached on the “Available” box and move them to the “Selected” box using the arrow icons.
Click on “save” to save the changes you have made.
Click on “cancel” to go back to the previous menu
Note: Peers can not be deleted from this menu, hence i.e peers already serviced cannot be deleted in any
case.
2.3.1 Save and Recalculate
Aggregate information mainly exists as numbers e.g. number of peers reached with 3 strategies. These
aggregate information can be seen as data variables known as data element. For PITT to generate values for
these data elements, there must be corresponding data element created in DHIS2. This is because
information entered into PITT are merely primary information. This manual assumes that all relevant data
element to be linked are already created (in DHIS2). Data Entry officers, as part of their routine activities are
expected to link the primary data from PITT to DHIS after every data entry update e.t.c.
The steps below illustrate how PITT generate routine data and export them to DHIS2:
From “services” module, click “Data Entry”
Locate and click on “Save and recalculate”
A dialog boxes shown below is displayed with “select mode” by default “month” checked.
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Click on the “Select month” field to choose the month when peer sessions are carried out. Note that any day of the
month is valid.

In the “site name(s)” field type the names of the sites you have added, peer sessions or activities and wait for the
system to return or load your entries.
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Note that you can include ‘n’number of sites, where ‘n’ is any number.
Click on “Generate routine value”
You get affirmatory messages as follows:
Update process completed successfully
Process completed. Data values in sync, new record(s) added.
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2.3.2

Utilizing the search field

Some users may be opportuned to have registered or added a huge number of peers thereby making it difficult for
them to search and view from the entire list to make selections. This is where the search field comes to help. Users
can search using the the different categories vis: Target group, Small group members, peer education model, peer
education model plus and SPACamp for data entry menu and Name, Age, Sex, Start & End dates e.t.c. for add peer
menu.
Despite all these, the ‘search all fields’ column makes it even more easier to search irrespective of the category

Users can input names, age, target group, strategies reached to search for a peer or group of peers using the
“search all fields”.
2.3.3 Generating routine information
Another important feature of the PITT software is the ease to generate routine reports and documents from a
current page. These documents can be generated in different formats like excel, pdf, csv and xml. It involves
exporting the documents of a current page to the desired format to be generated. All a user have to do is click
on the format he wishes to export, view and download. Its just easy!
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To generate reports in excel format for example, click on the format icon (in this case, excel) to display a
download procedure

Click on ‘ok’ to download the file. Below is an example of what can be obtained:
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“Export All” option:
This option in report generation enable users to fetch the total record of all the cohort groups including those not
shown on the current page they wish to generate from the database. Note that cohorts added in a particular
quarter are displayed on the interface under the “Cohort Edit/Mapping” session but the total number displayed
depends on user settings. The user may wish to have 5, 10 or 15 peers displayed at once by locating and clicking a
drop down as shown below:

As in the case above, the total number of peers created by this user is more than the highest total that can be
viewed once (15), hence, to generate routine report or document, the user must use the “export all” option. First
click the “select all” button right on top of the formats icon as shown:
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Secondly, select the format you wish to produce your report/document, pdf for instance. A download page
appears where you now click ‘ok’ to download your data.

3.0 REPORTS MODULE

Data entered can be aggregated in different forms to produce a report. The report shows a concrete but
summarised details of data entered during data entry in any format you may choose to obtain it.
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From the reports module, you should be able to view the following:
Download PVT
Dashboard
Chart
Advanced analysis
3.1 Downloading Pivot Table
A pivot table is a data summarization tool found in data visualization programs such as spreadsheets (for
example, in Microsoft Excel, Open Office.org Calc and Lotus 1-2-3) or business intelligence software. Among
other functions, pivot table tools can automatically sort, count and total the data stored in one table or
spredsheet and create a second table displaying the summarized data. The user sets up and changes the
summary’s structure by dragging and dropping fields graphically. This “rotation” or “pivoting” of the summary
table gives the concept its name.
A pivot table helps to quickly summarize the flat data, giving it depth and highlighting the desired information.
The usage is extremely broad and depends on what you want.
To download the pivot table for your information in the database, simply click on the reports tab and navigate
to the ‘Download PVT’ tab and click on it.

You get a displayed download page like this:
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Click ‘ok’ to download the file and you get your pivot table in an Excel format as shown:

3.2 Dashboard
The dashboard displays the different categories of target groups in different charts. Dashboard is a collection
of pictorial information contained in the database. This information is usually a collection of the previous
month’s data.
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3.3 Generating Chart
Charts can be accessed in the Report menu. Charts are graphical representation of data in any format, style,
orientation or type the user may want it. Data are fetched from the database depending on the user’s area of
interest while configuring the charts’ properties to determine the outlook of the chart.
To generate a chart, follow these steps:
First, click on chart from the Report module
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You get a chart generation page displayed as shown:

You will observe that the chart page has three sections vis: series, chart properties and chart preview. Secondly,
under series, select element group from the drop down and choose indicators/data elements you want applied
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Thirdly, under chart properties, indicate start and end dates of the period under review by clicking on the
fields to drop down the calendar. Choose the adequate source properties from the drop down i.e. where the
chart will be sourced from. This will automatically activate and display the various facilities in the source
chosen right on the ‘Available’ box. Move selected areas of interest to the ‘Selected’ box. Select chart type,
chart depth, chart orientation e.t.c. from the drop down.
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Below shows the different chart types:

Lastly, click on ‘view chart’ to display the chart you have generated on the chart preview session.
The same process goes for any other type of chart you wish to generate.

4.0 PREFERENCE MODULE

In this module, you should be able to:
Change existing user password
Get tutorial on the PITT2.0 software
Get access to Centrifuge’s information and
View the PITT2.0 home page
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4.1 Changing password
Passwords are changed for security reasons. Recall that every new user of PITT has a default password of
‘Training1’. Passwords are case sensitive and PITT is not an exception. In PITT, user passwords must satisfy these
two conditions:
Start with a capital letter
End with the number ‘1’.
To change your password, follow the steps below:
From the preference module, click on change password to display a page as shown below:
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Type in the old password in the field provided.
Type in the new password you wish to use and retype again. Remember the conditions to be fulfilled
Check ‘send email’ to receive your new password via your email.
Click on ‘change password’ to effect the change.
Now your password has been changed.
4.2 Tutorial
For users who are yet to fully understand the concepts of PITT2.0, they can get fully loaded tutorials from the
preference menu by clicking on the tutorial tab to display the tutorials therein.
4.3 Developers
You can get information on Centrifuge Information Technology Limited and her business activities by viewing what
is contained in the developers tab. Also you can contact them via info@centrifugegroup.com or visit their website
www.centrifugegroup.com.
The Centrifuge team wishes to use this medium to thank the following persons for their contributions to the
success of this manual:
Kelvin Iweluegim
Adebola Olayemi
Yetunde Ojo
Emmanuel Amile
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